
 
 
 
 

   

 

CERADEC CONFERENCE: Octubre 3rd 2024 
In memory of Dra. Yamila Martin Ferlaino 

 
CALL FOR ABSTRACTS FOR PAPER PRESENTATIONS 

-OPEN PROPOSAL SUBMITTING PORTAL- 

“DECISION SCIENCES IN THE FUTURE” 
 
The Center for Rationality, Action and Decision (CERADEC) of the University of Buenos Aires (UBA) 
invites the submission of proposals for oral presentations at the CERADEC CONFERENCE 2024, to be 
held on October 3, 2024 in online format. We seek innovative contributions and encourage the 
presentation of summaries of high-quality theoretical, conceptual and empirical studies, carried out 
through a wide range of methodologies - quantitative, qualitative or mixed - and analytical techniques, 
related to Decision Sciences from any field of knowledge. 
 
In particular, without excluding other works, we especially encourage the presentation of original 
summaries that represent novel and significant efforts to promote existing knowledge in Decision 
Sciences from the disciplines of Administration, Economics, Psychology, Data, and Medicine, among 
others. 
 
Some of the main interests of the event, without excluding others, are: 
- Traditional decision theories 
- Rationality and Decision. 
- Theory of Action/Choice. 
- Behavioral Economics 
- Cognitive Perspectives in Decisions 
- Behavioral Sciences 
- Judgments and decision making 
- Risk and Uncertainty 
- Data and Decision Science 
- Artificial Intelligence and Decision 
- Nudges and Noises 
- Applications of Decision Sciences 
- Neuroeconomics 
 
The above emphases should not be considered exclusive, but rather suggestive. We will receive works 
that increase the theoretical and empirical knowledge of Decision Sciences. 
 
Likewise, we encourage the participation of new researchers (undergraduate, postgraduate or 
doctoral students), through the “Dr. Pedro Pavesi”, aimed at highlighting and promoting the 
outstanding work of researchers in training. 
 

 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 

   

IMPORTANT DATES: 
 
JULY 15TH 2024: Abstracts Submission Deadline 
link: 

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSfoe87IKUuLO19cH1aKiH1NSzlJUTdmo3EEf8tq
UuvNlCJGHg/viewform?vc=0&c=0&w=1&flr=0 
 
AUGUST 15TH  2024: Mail communication of accepted submissions. 
 
OCTOBER 3RD 2024: CONFERENCE online. 
 
For any questions, please send an email to: ceradec@fce.uba.ar  ;  centroceradec@gmail.com 
 

SUBMISSIONS FORMAT: 
 
The papers can be submitted in Spanish or English. They may refer to works with a theoretical, 
methodological, empirical approach or their combination. Presentations of any discipline related to 
the field of Decision Sciences. 
 
Abstract proposals must have a minimum of 750 words and a maximum length of 1,500 words. 
Subsequent sending of complete articles will not be requested. 
 
The submissions portal will ask you for the following: 
 
1- General data: 
- Title (in sustained capital letters, maximum 12 words) 
- Surname/s, First name/s of the first author 
- Corresponding author email address 
 
2- WORD file (.doc). 
Document content: 
to. Headed with: 
- Title (in sustained capital letters, maximum 12 words) 
- Surname/s and First name/s of the author(s) 
- Affiliation of authors 
- Authors' email address 
 
b. Text: 
The summaries must clearly reflect the content of the work, providing a precise idea of it and its 
theoretical, methodological, and/or empirical quality. It should include, at least, the following: topic 
or problem, objectives, methodology, results and conclusions. 
 
 
 
You can access the submission portal from the following link: 
 
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSfoe87IKUuLO19cH1aKiH1NSzlJUTdmo3EEf8tqUuvNlCJ
GHg/viewform?vc=0&c=0&w=1&flr=0 
 

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSfoe87IKUuLO19cH1aKiH1NSzlJUTdmo3EEf8tqUuvNlCJGHg/viewform?vc=0&c=0&w=1&flr=0
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSfoe87IKUuLO19cH1aKiH1NSzlJUTdmo3EEf8tqUuvNlCJGHg/viewform?vc=0&c=0&w=1&flr=0
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https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSfoe87IKUuLO19cH1aKiH1NSzlJUTdmo3EEf8tqUuvNlCJGHg/viewform?vc=0&c=0&w=1&flr=0


 
 
 
 

   

PRESENTATION FORMAT DURING THE CONFERENCE: 
 
Individual sessions for oral presentation are 20 minutes. Confirmation of participation must be 
informed by those selected no later than October 15, 2024. The list of exhibitors will be published on 
the CERADEC website. The conference format provides an intense and fruitful exchange between 
participants. 
 
“Pedro Pavesi” MENTION AWARD: 
 
The Editorial Committee will select the best paper-presentation among the abstracts whose first 
author is a student (undergraduate, postgraduate or doctoral). The Award for the Best Student 
Presentation MENTION AWARD “Dr. Pedro Pavesi” is intended to highlight and encourage the 
outstanding work of new researchers. Requests for consideration for the MENTION must be submitted 
at the time of submission of proposals. 
 

About CERADEC: 
 
The CERADEC Center for Rationality, Action and Decision is a research unit that depends on the 
Administration Research Section, which, in turn, integrates the Institute for Research in 
Administration, Accounting and Mathematics (IADCOM). It is part of the set of Research Centers of 
the Faculty of Economic Sciences (FCE) of the University of Buenos Aires (UBA). 
 
CERADEC promotes innovative thinking and research in the fields of Decision Sciences, its theories and 
praxis. It aims to improve individual, organizational and social opportunities. It provides space for the 
exchange of novel ideas and an infrastructure for the cooperation of high-level national and 
international researchers. We believe that scientific and interdisciplinary research is a precondition 
for evidence-based development. 
 
Our research focuses on understanding decision-making and individual behavior, as well as their 
causes and consequences. Areas of interest include the foundations of decision making, behavioral 
applications to different and diverse fields, such as work or climate change. 
 
 
 
You can find more information at: http://www.economicas.uba.ar/institutos_y_centros/ceradec/ 
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